
 

425HTS

The 425 HTS follows the express cruiser concept of 

the Galeon 485 where the main deck is a dry area pro-

tected from the noise and elements by a glass door and 

window combo. This also allows to fit in heating and 

air conditioning, a welcome feature in most climates.Sp
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The 425 HTS joins the cruiser lineup of the Four Generation Gale-

on models and further improves on the already amazing perfor-

mance of the sporty 485 series it was based on. The hardtop offers 

a distinguishable, sporty exterior matched by its quality interior. The sleek 

lines and exceptional profile make it easy to forget the yacht’s true nature 

where functionality and comfort will always take precedence. Features like 

wide side decks for easy bow access in all weather conditions, a garage for an 

inflatable tender or gangway option for safe marina access are sure to impress 

future owners.

Outside, the glass or carbon option power sunroof works well with the large 

side windows on both sides that lower into the deck while the patio doors can 

open upwards allowing for better ventilation – ingenious!

Galeon 425 HTS has functional interior and well-designed deck space. Be-

low deck a saloon, two bedrooms and two bathrooms await the guests. The 

owner’s suite is located midship and occupies the whole width of the yacht al-

lowing for an incredible amount of volume and storage space. Several bespoke 

interior designs are available with a selection of choice engines to ensure per-

formance to match. Electric-powered sunroof and side windows, retractable 

glass cabinet in the cockpit - these are only a few of the new yacht’s superb 

features.

Dynamic and aggressive shape of the yacht suggests sport performance, 

which the 425 HTS delivers. Wide half-decks offer safe passage to the bow, 

and hydraulic-powered rear garage is large enough to accommodate a tender.



The new model to the Galeon cruiser line-
up offers high standard features and sport 
like performance in any conditions.

425HTS

425 HTS
Notice the incredible amount of windows all around and 
the commendable frame of the 425.



425 HTS - Dark Walnut 
Convertible salon for entertaining or lounging

The owner’s cabin has private access the bathroom      Bow bedroom sleeps two      

The owner’s cabin offers great space and a smart arrangement      A well lit saloon is located below deck      



425 HTS - Lati grey 
Skylights and hull windows illuminate this fantastic space

One of two bathrooms down below      High quality fixtures in bathrooms      

The guest’s cabin holds a double bed and extra storage      Saloon with galley area and a sizable dinette      
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Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform      

425 HTS FLAWLESS 
DESIGN

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S

425 HTS - Whitened Oak 
Opening sunroof, to enjoy fresh air and sunshine


